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This product comes with a minimum 2 year UK warranty unless otherwise specified by the retailer. Should the 
product fail within this time, a replacement will be issued free of charge upon return of the faulty unit with the 
proof of purchase. Please also refer to the seller’s warranty policy if there are any additional terms. 
Misused units or units which have been tampered with/modified may be declined. This includes permanently 
deforming the product e.g cutting cables, or opening the unit through body screws. Please contact us or your 
distributor directly for any warranty or outside support.

Warranty

Due to the nature of this product, and as with most IoT (Internet of Things) devices, WiFi, networking and local 
internet security should be strictly assessed, and appropriately set up by the user to ensure a safe system.
The complexity, and procedures are dependent on the user’s setup, requirements of security levels are different 
for everyone.
By using this WiFi connected device, you acknowledge and knowingly accept the potential risks of utilising an
IoT device.

Please note: If you access your camera’s video feed remotely, your camera will send information beyond your 
home wireless router via the internet. 

IOT Security Disclaimer & Advice

The power supply units are not weatherproof and should only be plugged into an indoor outlet.
The camera is not waterproof and needs to be sheltered (i.e. enclosed within a nest box).
Ensure cables are routed so these do not present a tripping hazard. 
The kit contains small parts and presents a potential choking material,  so keep out of reach of 
young children unless under supervision. 
Avoid dropping or shocks, as this can damage the electronics.
Children should be supervised if using any element of this kit system.
Ensure the correct power supply units and battery packs are used with this product. 
As with all electrical devices, ensure the mains power is fused through circuit breaker/s and an RCD.
Do not use the equipment if damaged or tampered with.

Warnings

The software that comes with your camera needs occasional updates which are supplied by the
APP supplier. Register your camera or sign up to get updates to keep the software current. 
To protect your privacy, resist using the mobile app from a public Wi-Fi hotspot. Instead, use your 
phone’s internet browser and go to your camera’s login page.
Do change the default password to help with making the system more secure.

Please consult with your local network specialist, 
if you are in doubt or have any questions with 
your network setup.
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Updates 



Congratulations on obtaining one of our wildlife camera kits – we hope it will bring you many hours of 
enjoyment, relaxation, discover and learn more about your garden wildlife.
Please read this setup guide and instructions to get the best out of your new wildlife camera.

We strongly recommend setting up the kit within the same room to get familiar with the equipment, and to 
make any necessary adjustments - before a permanent fixture is made. Prior to installation do ensure there 
is WiFi on site available.

Lens Focus
Simply remove the screw next to the lens if there is one present. Rotate the lens either CW or CCW to 

focus the camera.

Tilting the Camera
The camera can be tilted by loosening the screws on the bracket.

Rotating the Antenna & Positioning
The screw antenna can be rotated on its joint. 

Poor WiFi Signal
WiFi repeaters can be used to help with extending the WiFi range.

Binding the Camera
Do not unbind the device when the camera is set up within the nest box!

Check WiFi Signal on site before installation.
This can be checked using a WiFi enable device
e.g mobile phone, to see if the signal is still present.
Ensure 2.4GHz WiFi is available. The products are not compatible with
5GHz WiFi systems.
Check and decide where the power cable will route. 
We recommend running a power extension cable away from the nesting site
to the bottom of the tree or local shed etc. 
Do ensure the camera is sheltered from the rain if not used in one of our nest boxes, 
if the camera is not weather/waterproof.

Check list
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Reset Button

Optional

Top view

Micro SD card slot

Model 1 Model 2

Camera Features, Connections & Accessories

Camera Tips:



As with all our small nest box cameras, it is not possible to accommodate a battery within the camera. 

Changing the battery would result in the disturbance of a bird’s nest, and a power extension cable is normally 

recommended. 

An example of where extensions may not be required - installing the camera on a shed wall and running a 

cable through to the other end.

Please note: The WiFi camera is wireless, which means it connects to your WiFi and then wirelessly sends 

the footage to multiple smart devices. It will still need to have an external power supply. There is no wireless 

power involved!

To power up the camera, plug in the power lead attached to the camera to the power supply 

unit, and then to mains. Allow 30 seconds for the camera to boot. A power extension cable can further be used 

to connect the power plug and the camera itself. If there is a nearby mains power source such as within a local 

shed/garage this would be ideal.

Alternative Power Options - Battery Pack / Solar Panel
You can supply power from a 12V output rechargeable battery power pack which is available separately 

directly to the camera or to an extension cable. These do vary in sizes and will offer different usage hours. 

Solar panel systems with timers are also available.

Tip: let the cable run from bottom to top of the camera to prevent rain water from trailing on the cable and onto the camera.

Tip: Cable tie the cables, or place within conduit to prevent squirrels from chewing!

Mains Power Plug

       Mains
Power Supply

 OPTION 1  OPTION 2

Power Extension Cable
(Optional)

RJ45 Ethernet Setup Cable
(Optional)

Battery
Pack Supply

Solar Panel
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Powering Your WiFi Camera



Our WiFi camera systems can be viewed through a number of platforms. Here’s a few different ways:

A number of further upgrades & extensions including NVRs, recording devices, additional cables and cameras 

are available. Please contact us for any assistance.

Typically the APP will offer three modes of setup.

Overall APP Connection

1. Through an APP on your
Smartphone, or tablet 
(the most easiest setup)
Process - Download the APP onto the device.

2. On a PC, or MAC through
a CMS software or Browser 
(Advanced Setup)
Process - Identify the IP address of the
camera & access through a CMS software.
If this can be done, viewing through
a browser should be achievable.

3.  On a TV or Monitor
(Advanced Setup)
Process - Connect using a NVR System
or access through an internet browser.
Alternatively use screen mirroring from
your mobile phone/tablet onto your TV!

1. Wired or Wireless WiFi Setup
2. Connects the camera directly with the LAN WiFi network. 
    You can then view on any device in the network.
3. Camera is connected directly to viewing device through it’s own
    WiFi network hotspot. - AP Mode

4Viewing & Recording Options



Depending on your the camera's configuration, you can connect the camera to a wireless local area network 

using Wi-Fi (Connect to a network), or let the camera provide a Wi-Fi access point (Share) to another device. 

You can connect the camera in two different ways.

How does your camera AP mode work? 
AP (access point) mode allows the smartphone to access the camera's WiFi directly, without connecting to the 

internet. You can view the footage remotely, streamed from the camera to your device even when there is no 

router/internet connection.

Go to your smartphone's settings, select the 'Wi-Fi' setting, you will find the camera as a new WiFi network. 

After choosing the new network, you will be asked to input a password. The default password is provided on 

the sticker attached to your camera. The next step is to go to the app downloaded to operate the camera 

(please see the sticker). Follow the instructions in the app to add the camera to the app and finalise the AP 

connection.

How to use AP mode?

Using the APP will enable you to view and record the footage camera either onto the viewing device 

(Smartphone, Tablet) remotely either within the LAN home connection or almost anywhere in the world 

provided you have internet access on the device.

The camera will have a sticker on the camera housing identifying the APP to use specific to the model. 

This can also be found on the cable or on the packaging box. The APP can be downloaded from the Google 

Play or APP Store on devices such as mobile phones, and tablets.

The following instructions are made at the time of this document publication, and processes involved 

should be relatively similar in the event of any newer update. 

The APP itself will also supply guidance during setup.  

Please contact us or visit our website for the latest edition of the setup illustrated/video instructions and 

contact our technical team can be of any further help.

The installation for the following four main APPs (CamHi, YooSee, and XMEye/iCSee) are discussed in the 

following pages. Cameras that are assigned on XMEye or iCsee can use either APP.

Please note: The correct APP needs to be used, and these including the setup procedure may be 

updated from time to time by the electronics manufacturer without notice.

 - Motion Detection Recording & Alerts  - Playback Footage

 - Sharing Image/Videos across over devices - Adjusting the Image/Video Quality

 - Time Stamps / Naming   - Remote or Local Footage Access

 - Option for Additional Cameras

 

And much more…   These can be configured directly on the APP through the settings option.

Typical APP features include:

Downloading the App onto a Mobile/Tablet Device

YooSee CamHi iCsee XMEye
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APP Functions



Step 1
Connect the camera to the mains power supply and the RJ45 ethernet cable to the back of your WiFi router.

Step 2
Remove the lens cap on the camera if still fitted, and have the antenna installed. The antenna can be screwed 

on by twisting the base onto the camera antenna connector.

Step 3
Configure the APP by:

 1. On your device, open the App.

 2. Sign up, or continue the registration as a guest.

 3. In the top right corner – select the ‘+’

 4. Select ‘Add new device’

 5. Select ‘Wired Connection’

 6. Under the Prepare the device page select ‘Next’

 7. Under new device list select the camera eg ‘6939550’ (this may vary)

 8. The configuration is now loading

 9. In the ‘Verify Page’ - enter the camera’s password which is found on the sticker. This is normally ‘123’

     Hit ‘Next’ > After successful setup, a message will appear stating ‘Connection Succeeded’
 10. Now you can ‘Name your device’ eg ‘Nest Box Camera 1’

 11. Hit ‘Confirm’ Now to operate the camera using the WiFi feature,

       select the settings symbol in the top right corner.

 12. Select ‘Network Settings’

       Under WiFi list, select your WiFi Hub. ‘Improper operation may disconnect the device. Continue?’ 

       select ‘Confirm’

 13. Type in your WiFi Password and select confirm. - Operation Succeeded will appear.

 14. Now under ‘Network type’, select ‘WiFi’Again this will appear:

       ‘Improper operation may disconnect the device. Continue?’ – select ‘Confirm’
       Operation Succeeded will appear.
 15. You may now disconnect the ethernet cable from the router. Go back to the main screen 

Please note: It is recommended that a wired setup is made prior to wireless for ease of configuration.

Install YooSee on your mobile
phone or tablet.
Compatible with Android & IOS.

12V Power Input

6   APP Setup - YooSee
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Password Reset
Should the password ‘123’ not work.

To remove this, power the camera, wait for about 15 seconds, then hold down the white switch in one of the 

leads (reset button) for about 10 seconds.

If the reset button is not present within the switch, this is located next to the memory card slot on the camera. 

Use a ball point pen to push this down. Open the app, and try to do redo the wired setup.

Network Busy
Should the message ‘network busy’ appear, press the back button in the app (in the top right corner), and 

reselect the camera you wish to view.

Other Notes

Warning: Do not unbind the device when the camera is set up within the nest box!

Phone Number Registration
Registering a phone number with YooSee Remove the ‘0’ at the front of the number.

8  YooSee FAQs



12V Power Input

Step 1
Connect the camera to the mains power supply and the RJ45 ethernet cable to the back of your WiFi router (if 

this is supplied). Some camera models may not have a RJ45 ethernet plug

.

 

Step 2
Remove the lens cap on the camera if still fitted, and have the antenna installed. The antenna can be screwed 

on by twisting the base onto the camera antenna connector.Step 1: Download the CamHi app from the App 

Store or Google Play. 

After downloading the app you will be taken to its welcome page. After it is completed you will automatically in 

the man window with the following options:

Please note: It is recommended that a wired setup is made prior to wireless for ease of configuration.

Install CamHi on your
mobile phone or tablet. 
Compatible with Android & IOS.

9   APP Setup - CamHi

1. Tap the Edit button to edit the added device or to delete it

2. Tap “+” button to add the new device

Other options include:

3. Browse added devices

4. Open a photo

5. Watch the playback video

6. Check the information about the app version



Step 2: To add your camera, tap “+” button (2)   This will take you to the following screen:

Step 3: Add the camera

Camera Password Reset
Connect the camera to the power supply, and hold the RESET button down for at least 10 seconds.

Default Password
01234567

SSID Format
It’s the six number UID of the IPCAM

Tips: Please use AP mode to connect the camera for the first time 

You can do it by scanning the QR Code found on the body of the camera (info sticker), and putting in the 

details required. Please follow the instructions:

 1. Tap the >> Scan QR Code add UID << 

 2. Hold your phone steady until the app can read the code on the camera body. 

     Make sure the QR code fits inside of the clear box in the middle of the phone screen.

 3. In the “Add device” page, name your camera as requested and fill out the camera’s

     “UID” and “password”, wait for the app to load the camera and display live video.

Scanning the QR code 
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CamHi FAQs



12V Power Input

Step 1
Connect the camera to the mains power supply and the RJ45 ethernet cable to the back of your WiFi router (if 

this is supplied). Some camera models may not have a RJ45 ethernet plug. 

Step 2
Remove the lens cap on the camera if still fitted, and have the antenna installed. The antenna can be screwed 

on by twisting the base onto the camera antenna connector.Step 1: Download the CamHi app from the App 

Store or Google Play. 

After downloading the app you will be taken to its welcome page. After it is completed you will automatically in 

the man window with the following options:

Please note: It is recommended that a wired setup is made prior to wireless for ease of configuration 

-  Install ICsee on your mobile
   phone or tablet. 
   Compatible with Android & IOS.

-  An alternative to this APP is 
   to use XMEye
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There are three main ways of sharing footage directly onto a TV.

    1. Screen mirroring
Also called screen sharing, is a process of replicating a phone, laptop, or tablet screen onto a TV screen. 

There are two methods to screen mirroring. 

 - Wired - using an HDMI cable that connects your device to a TV screen.

 - Wireless screen mirroring - many mobile devices today have wireless display

   technology built right into them. 

You will need a compatible smart TV or a wireless display adapter that plugs into a TV, which will receive the 

wireless signal from your mobile device.

Please refer to your TV/Devices instruction documents for further information.

   2. Using an NVR box
With an NVR box, you can watch footage from your WiFi camera directly

on your TV. The box simply connects to your WiFi network and plugs into

the back of your TV. Connecting NVR to the TV in two steps:

                2.1 Connect NVR to the router with an ethernet cable.

                      The camera will wirelessly connect to the router. 

               2.2 Connect the NVR box to your TV using a HDMI cable (2)

You will be able to watch live and record single or several cameras. 

TV Screen Viewing
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There are many accessories that can upgrade the bird box itself and your wildlife watching experience. 

   1. Bird Box Led lamp
Small LED light is a great solution if you would like to improve daytime visibility inside the box. The light is off 

at night time, so it won't disturb the sleep cycles of birds. 

   2. Nest Box Plate Protector
Our Nest Box Plate Protector is used to reduce any existing entrance hole and also helps to protect the 

entrance of the nesting box, preventing larger species/predators from enlarging the hole and gaining access. 

To encourage certain species of birds you will choose from three diameters available on our website. 

   3. The Bird Feeder
Our camera ready bird feeder is handmade from 21mm pine and fully assembled, with a hook for feeder 

included. It features an integrated bracket in which the camera can be mounted, with a quick-release function 

ensuring that it is just as easy to remove it when required.

   4. Wide-angle replacement lens for Bird Box Camera
Our 2.8mm wide-angle lens for the nest box cameras produces a wider 120dg angle so you can get more 

details into the frame.

   5. Camera Ready Nest Boxes
Our bird-friendly product range offers high-quality bird boxes and feeders fully assembled, and ready to be 

fitted with our cameras, so you can also enjoy watching bird’s secret lives from the comfort of your home.
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Can I still use the camera if I have no WiFi?
Should WiFi not be accessible at the site, a cable can be used which will connect the camera to the 

modem/router box directly, through an ethernet cable if there is a plug available on the camera model. Cables 

are sold separately and can be added at a later date. Varying in length, this can be anything from 5m to 50m 

and onwards.

Is it wireless or do I have to plug it into mains to power it up?
The camera connects to your WiFi and then wirelessly sends the footage to multiple smart devices. The only 

cable you will need for the camera is the power cable. The kit includes a short cable that can be easily 

extended to reach the mains power plug in your house or a garden shed.

Alternatively, a 12V battery pack, which is suitable for this camera, connects to the camera just like mains 

would, is rechargeable, and can be left nearby. 

FAQs

Can I add another WiFi Camera?
You can add extra cameras through the same APP or using a different one. If you wish to use the same APP, 

ensure the additional camera connects to the same one.

Can I watch the footage on my computer?
Yes. There is software you can download to watch the birds nesting live or record onto the hard drive. You can 

also adjust the camera settings remotely.

Does the camera record sound?
Yes. The microphone streams high-quality audio once enabled in settings.

Why does my camera feel warm to touch?
Like any electronic device, our WiFi bird box cameras produce heat while they’re on.

It’s normal for your camera to get warm to the touch.

What if my WiFi signal in the garden is weak? 

You will need to check the site where you plan to install the wireless camera together with the bird box if a 

WiFi network is present. An easy quick way to determine this is to use an existing WiFi connected device and 

see if the signal is still present in the area.

If there is no WiFi signal in the area, you can use a WiFi Repeater/booster. This will extend your WiFi range and 

coverage.
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Here in UK WIldlife Cameras customer support is our priority.

We have a dedicated team of Wildlife specialists who tested every product and are 
ready to answer any questions you might have. 

We realise that not every wildlife lover is tech savvy that is why we make sure
that when you run into a problem with any of our products, someone will be
on the other end of the line to help.

There are many ways to contact us:

Call us on 0203 727 5239 to talk to one of our team in person. 

Email on info@ukwildlifecameras.co.uk to receive comprehensive 
instructions at a convenient time.

Visit our website for set-up guides and FAQs
at www.UKWildlifeCameras.co.uk

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING UK WILDLIFE CAMERAS
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